Sue’s Sideways Triangular Self-Fringing Space-Dyed Shawl

Sue’s Sideways Triangular Self-Fringing Space-Dyed Shawl
This shawl is knit from one side to the other, and when you are done, it makes its own fringe! The width of the shoulder
side (from the tip of one hand, across your shoulders, to the tip of the other hand) equals the total number of rows you
knit. Every other row a stitch is added until you get the length you want for your personal height, not counting the fringe.
This can also be knitted as triangular “cowl”.
Materials:
Yarn: Variegated, ombre, or hand painted. The yarn controls the color placement/pattern design of the shawl.
Any weight from sock to worsted yarn will work You can use one skein of yarn using only one end, or one skein
working from both the inside and outside of the yarn and knit as two different yarns. Or you can use two skeins,
A and B, changing yarns every other row.
The color length of the “repeat” can be as short as one inch or up to a very long repeat length. If you are using
two different colorways they can be coordinated in value or pick one of the colors and make sure it is in both
colorways. Short repeats and/or many colors can give a “tweed” effect. Close values or colors can give a color
statement. Vastly different colors or one skein & one yarn end will give stripes. You’ll be surprised at the pools
of color that result!
Needles: Appropriate size for chosen yarn, check the label for a starting point. Probably US #4-9. A 24” or 36”
circular needle is recommended for this large project but finished size is knitter’s choice. (Hint: if your circular
has been stored for a while, dunk it in very hot water for a minute until it ‘remembers’ that it is supposed to be a
long straight line).
Gauge: unimportant, knitter’s choice. Suggest you check the hand of the fabric.
Stitch Pattern: Garter (knit every row). This pattern is based on a Garter stitch pattern but if you check out garter rib,
that will work too.
Multiple of 4. Row 1 : *K2,p2; repeat from * to end
Row 2: *P2, K2; repeat from * to end
Make sure you keep pattern when increasing stitches.
Abbreviations:
Yo: Yarn over needle making a new stitch. This stitch will be knitted in the next row.
SM: Stitch marker.
K2 tbl: Knit each of the next 2 stitches through the back loop, twisting the stitch
yfwd: yarn forward to the front of the work. Do not go over the needle.
sl: slip – move stitch from one needle to the other as if to knit
K2tog: Knit two stitches together.
tbl: knit stitch through the back loop, twisting the stitch

Note #1: The yarn change always takes place at the shoulder or straight edge. Use one skein of yarn for every two rows.
If you are using two skeins of the same yarn (dyelot) then the first skein of yarn begins on the outside of the skein and
begin second skein from the center of the skein (or vice versa). You do not want the color changes the same. Call the
first skein “Yarn A”, the second skein “Yarn B”. When working with 2 yarns, note how you pick up the next/lower
yarn and always do it the same.
NOTE #2: This pattern has a very smooth increase and decrease – you can barely find it later. You will also find an
attractive edge along the shoulder line, due to the slipped stitch.
NOTE #3: Before you begin weigh or measure your yarn. Divide in half and use the first half on the increase rows and
the second half for the decrease rows. This will assure you that you will have enough yarn for the shawl.
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INSTRUCTIONS:
Cast on 10 stitches (do not use long tail method).Knit on method works best if you know it.
Increase Rows
Two set up rows: . (Don’t count these rows as pattern rows)
Starting with Yarn A at the shoulder edge: Knit 2, YO, place SM, k2 tbl, k6.
Next row with Yarn A at the increase/decrease edge: k6, k2 tbl, move SM, knit until only one stitch is on the
needle, yfwd, sl 1.
Start Pattern Rows below.
Pattern Row 1: Yarn B at shoulder edge: Knit first stitch tbl. Knit to the SM, YO, move SM, k2tbl, k6 (end row at
triangular edge)
Pattern Row 2: With yarn B at ‘point’ edge: Knit 6, k2 tbl, move SM, knit until only one stitch is on the needle, yfwd, sl
1 (end row at straight shoulder edge.)
Continue knitting the last two rows changing yarns at the shoulder edge on Pattern Row 1 every time. Don’t worry when
you change yarns; just pick up the yarn from 2 rows below, and start knitting the pattern. Try to remember to pick up the
yarn the same way each time (in front of the yarn you drop, or in back).
You will be changing yarns every 2 rows.
Repeat Pattern Rows 1 & 2 until desired length of the body, from shoulder (S) down the back to the point (P): (S to P)
OR you are ½ the way through your yarn. Again, knitters choice. End after knitting Pattern Row 2 (you will begin each
set at the long shoulder edge). (see diagram below)
Decrease Rows:
Reverse shaping: now you will decrease at the same place you increased before, retaining the yarnover hole from the
increase rows to maintain the lace-effect near the fringe. A slight bulge will appear as you decrease, but that will
disappear when you ‘release’ the fringe at the end.
Decrease set-up row:
Starting at the shoulder edge, knit first stitch tbl, knit to 2 sts before SM, K2tog, move SM, YO, k 2 tbl, add
second SM, k 6. (now at the point).
You now have 3 sts between the 2 SMs (the 2 usual stitches plus the yarnover), but don’t worry – you need them
to develop the yarnover hole you had in the increase rows!
Now start Pattern Row 3.
Pattern Row 3: Using the same yarn, knit 6, move SM, k 3 tbl, move SM #2, knit until only one stitch is on the needle,
yfwd, sl 1.(shoulder straight edge)

Pattern Row 4: With next yarn, Knit first stitch tbl, knit to 2 sts before SM, K 2 tog, move SM , YO, k2 tog tbl, k1
tbl, move SM #2, k6. (at the point edge).
Repeat pattern rows 3 & 4 until you have 10 stitches on the needles and you are at the straight shoulder edge.
Bind off 4 stitches starting on the shoulder edge and fasten off the current yarn and the yarn previously dropped.
Keep 6 stitches on the point side ‘live’. These 6 stitches will be unraveled to form the loop fringe. Only the 4 stitches
from the shoulder side are bound off. Leave a long tail.
Finishing: Take the last 6 live stitches off the needles. Drop these stitches and unravel them to form the loop fringe.
This fringe should be knotted to make more secure. Do not cut the fringe.
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YO inc
stitch
Point/Fringe edge:
Shoulder edge:
1. Always change
yarns on this edge.
2. Always end at this
edge with a yfwd,
sl 1.
3. Always begin at
this edge by
knitting through
the back of the first
stitch.

S

P

When increasing at
this edge :
1. Always end YO, k 2
tbl, k6
2. Always start k 6, k2
tbl, knit to one
stitch before end of
row then yarn fwd
and slip one stitch.
When decreasing at
this edge:
1. Always end k2tog,
yo, k2tog tbl, k 1
tbl, k6.
2. Always start with
k6, k3 tbl, knit to
one st before end
of the row, then
yarn fwd and slip
one stitch.
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